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Abstract: The recent economic crisis has led to many negative consequences, not the least having to do with the mental health and well-being of the populations involved. Although some researchers say it is still too early to speak about a relationship between the economic crisis and a rise in mental health problems resulting in suicides, there is solid evidence for the existence of such a relationship. However, several moderating or mediating mechanisms can also play a role. The main reactions of most policy makers to the economic crisis are (severe) austerity measures. These measures seem to have, however, a detrimental effect on the mental health of the population: Just when people have the highest need for mental help, cost-cutting measures in the health care sector lead to a (substantial) drop in the supply of services for the prevention, early detection, and cure of mental health problems. Policy makers should support moderating mechanisms such as financial and psychological coping and acculturation and the role of primary health care workers in the early detection of suicidal thoughts, suicide attempts, and suicide in times of economic recession. Several examples show that the countries best off regarding the mental health of their populations during the economic crisis are those countries with the strongest social safety net. Therefore, instead of cutting back on health care and social welfare measures, policy makers should in the future invest even more in social protection measures during economic crises.
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Introduction

Recently, many scientific publications have focused on the severe economic crisis in Greece and its negative consequences on the population’s health. This theme has become and still is highly topical. More specifically, the economic crisis and the subsequent austerity measures seem to have thoroughly influenced the psychological well-being of the nation. One mechanism at stake here is job loss and unemployment: It is incontrovertible that losing one’s job and being unemployed can have a negative effect on mental health. Several studies have shown that unemployment is associated with suicidal thoughts.

As a result of the worst financial economic crisis seen in decades, which started in the summer of 2008, there were a large number of corporate restructures and bankruptcies, leading to a significant level of labor force dismissals. Although Greece was hit by the earliest signs and possibly experienced the most severe effects of this phenomenon, it soon became apparent that a majority of countries worldwide fell victim. After a while, it became clear that the negative consequences of the economic crisis on mental health were not limited to the countries most hit by the crisis, such as,
for instance, Spain and Portugal, in addition to Greece, but also that a lot of other countries saw an increase in mental health problems and suicides during the Great Recession. However, some scientists still doubt the relationship between the consequences of the economic crisis and austerity measures on the mental health of the population. They say that the concept of economic crisis-related increased suicidality is a premature overinterpretation. This has led to a lively discussion in scientific journals.

As in any good scientific tradition, it is therefore very important to assess, in an evidence-based way, the precise effect, if any, this crisis has had on people’s health. Only then will it be possible to inform policy makers about which measures should be taken to safeguard public health in times of economic hardship and austerity.

In this review, we more precisely look at scientific research published on the effect on mental health, suicidal thoughts, suicide attempts, and completed suicides of the economic crisis. Furthermore, we look at the role job loss and unemployment play in this story.

However, it does not seem that easy to assess the effect of the economic crisis on (mental) health. Contrary to economic data, (recent) health data are not always available; as Martin McKee, an expert on this domain says: “In times of financial downturn, the health of the economy is monitored by the second, yet the available data on the health of the population is usually a couple of years out of date.”

Nevertheless, there is growing scientific evidence of a negative effect on (mental) health resulting from the recent economic crisis, as expressed by the interest of the World Health Organization (WHO), European Region, in this topic. On April 17 and 18, 2013, the WHO held a conference on health systems and the economic crisis. On that occasion, WHO Regional Director for Europe Zsuzsanna Jakab said, “That is WHO’s call to all governments in our region: if you have to cut, cut wisely, not broadly, and protect the vulnerable to ensure universal health coverage. This is at the heart of the WHO European policy, Health 2020. Evidence shows that inappropriate cuts in the health sector can worsen the situation. At the same time, the health sector should do all it can to minimize wasteful spending and ensure that the resources available are focused on services of proven value.”

As already addressed, it is not that easy to assess an evidence-based relationship between the recent economic downturn and health. Whether someone’s health is good or bad is dependent on many factors, and to sort out the precise contribution attributable to the economic crisis is not self-evident. Moreover, for several reasons, which will be elaborated further, all-cause mortality rates do not show an increase during economic crises. On the contrary, Baumbach et al found in their study in eight European countries that the trend of overall mortality continued to decline after crisis onset in 2008.

However, we have something to hold on to. First, it is possible to learn from previous economic crises. Moreover, we can narrow the focus to specific health consequences of the economic crisis. When, for instance, the focus is narrowed to suicide mortality, the pattern of associations becomes more clear-cut. Suicide risk should perhaps be seen as the tip of a psychiatric iceberg: A rise in the number of suicides is only a small part of the emotional distress caused by the economic downturn. Nonfatal suicide attempts could be 40 times more common than completed suicides, and for every suicide attempt made, about 10 more people experience suicidal thoughts.

### Methods used to measure changes in psychological distress during the recession

When trying to assess the effect of the economic crisis on (mental) health, one is confronted with several methodological problems. The first is the question of how to define the financial crisis, because this determines when the economic crisis started. Although one can discuss the definition, most authors agree that the start of the economic crisis was in the summer of 2008.

A second methodological problem is how to measure (mental) health. We found many different ways to measure mental health, among which are surveys on mental disorders/suicidal thoughts in a primary care setting or secondary data analysis (health interview surveys). Rihmer et al looked at annual antidepressant consumption, which can be seen as a possible proxy for the availability of psychiatric services and the treatment of depression, which is the most powerful predictor of suicide at the individual level.

When looking at suicide as an adverse effect of the economic crisis, an additional problem of lack of data or of misclassification can arise.

To link the occurrence of the economic crisis to its possible adverse health outcomes, mostly correlational ecological studies were performed. This means observational analyses based on aggregate data. Most authors looked at the difference between the situation before and after the start of the economic crisis. Regarding suicides, the aim was
to find excess suicides attributable to the economic crisis. This could be done by using time-trend regression models to assess excess suicides occurring during the economic crisis (ie, deaths over and above the level that would be expected if historical trends continued).30

As mentioned earlier, however, some studies also used data on an individual level. In that regard, there was, for instance, a study that did a follow-up survey in migrants in Spain to measure their mental health in 2008 and 2011.31

**Evidence for effects on mental health**

**Suicide (deaths, attempts, ideation)**

In Greece, where the recent economic crisis in Western Europe started, a 40% rise in suicides in the first half of 2011 compared with the same period in 2010 was observed.32 The main reasons of suicidal thoughts, as reported by the national suicide helpline, were financial difficulties in 201032 and the inability to repay high levels of personal debt, which might be a key factor in the increase in suicides.34

The financial crisis in Spain was associated with an 8.0% relative increase in the suicide rate above the underlying trend,35 and in Italy, excess suicides and attempted suicides attributable to the Great Recession also were reported.36

Stuckler et al found that in 26 European countries, suicide rates increased; the exception was Austria. In each of the other countries, the increase was at least 5%.37 In Belgium, a statistically significant relationship between losing one's employment in the past year and having suicidal thoughts during the economic crisis was found.28

In their study in eight European countries (Germany, Finland, Portugal, Slovenia, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Bulgaria), Baumbach et al found that in particular, mental health is affected by the economic crisis, as the increase in suicide mortality in most of these countries showed.23

Further, during the recessionary period after 2007, there were an estimated 4,750 excess suicide deaths in the United States, of which about 1,330 were caused by rising unemployment.30

Chang et al found an estimated number of 4,884 excess suicides in 2009 compared with the number expected based on previous trends (2000–2007) in 54 countries.24 However, in Europe, excess suicides mainly occurred in men aged 15–24 years, whereas in the Americas, men aged 45–64 years showed the largest increase. The increase was particularly seen in countries with low levels of unemployment before the crisis, in men, and in countries with higher levels of job loss. When looking at Asia, Ryall mentioned an increase in suicides during the 2008 economic crisis in Japan.38 In a publication on the 1997–1998 crisis in East/Southeast Asia, Chang et al found a marked increase in suicide rates in Japan (39%), Hong Kong (44%), and South Korea (45%) corresponding to a total of more than 10,000 additional suicide deaths. Increases were smaller in Taiwan and Singapore, where the economic effect on populations was less severe.39

Countries most hit by the economic crisis, such as Greece and Ireland, had greater rises in suicides (17% and 13%, respectively) than other countries.37 This could be an indication of a kind of dose-response effect, which seems to be underpinned by the fact that every 1% increase in unemployment was associated with a 0.79% rise in suicides at ages younger than 65 years in 26 European Union countries between 1970 and 2007.40 A similar result was found in Italy, where every annual 1% increase in unemployment corresponded to an increase of 0.074 per 100,000 deaths resulting from mental and behavioral disorders,41 as well as in the United States, where a one percentage point rise in unemployment was associated with a rise in the suicide rate of 0.99%, which is, compared with Europe, closer to the association estimated when there were no labor market protections (1.06%).39 These figures are in line with what was already indicated by previous studies; namely, unemployed people have a two to three times increased risk for suicide.42

**Prevalence of mental disorders and other indices of poor mental health**

Economou et al found more than a doubling in the prevalence rate of major depression between 2008 and 2011 in Greece.43 Focusing on mental disorders rather than suicide can be interesting and help avoid some pitfalls, as suicide is often a delayed consequence of an underlying mental health disorder rather than the result of an immediate response to stressful life events.44

Looking at Spain, an increase in the prevalence of poor mental health among men and a slight decrease among women between 2006–2007 and 2011–2012 was observed. Among men, this increase is attributed to employment status. The data suggest that the improvement in mental health is concentrated among employed women, who may experience additional recognition and greater self-esteem in a new breadwinner role.45

Still talking about Spain, there seemed to be substantial increases in the proportion of patients with mood disorder, anxiety, somatoform, and alcohol-related disorders according...
to the 2010 data compared with the 2006 data, which were gathered before the crisis.\textsuperscript{27,44}

Gili et al reported a substantially increased risk for major depression associated with mortgage repayment and evictions in Spain.\textsuperscript{27}

In addition, Hungarian data support the theory that the current global recession has deleterious effects on society’s mental health.\textsuperscript{29}

In another review, an increase in the prevalence of depression and anxiety related to the economic crisis also was found.\textsuperscript{22}

**Prevalence of substance use**

When we look outside Europe, Cooper, in his overview of economic recession and mental health, mentions an increase in drug use in the United States and notes that the estimated total of unemployed drug users rose from 1.3 to 2.5 million within the space of 2 years.\textsuperscript{22}

For Russia, several studies reported that mortality resulting from alcohol-related diseases, namely, unintentional alcohol poisoning, liver diseases, and especially cirrhosis, was increased during economic crisis.\textsuperscript{46–50} In addition, Cooper reports an increase in alcohol-related disorders related to the economic crisis.\textsuperscript{22}

In contrast, in some countries, a reduction in the use of alcohol was observed. There were marked reductions in alcohol consumption, for instance, in Greece,\textsuperscript{21} and drink-driving was also decreased.\textsuperscript{52} The reduction in alcohol consumption, however, might be restricted to those least hit by the economic crisis, as was found by Harhay et al in England: “England’s recession was associated with less hazardous drinking among the population overall, but with rises in binge drinking among a smaller high-risk group of unemployed drinkers.”\textsuperscript{55} This is in line with the findings of Stuckler et al, who found a European Union-wide mean of 3,500 potential alcohol-related excess deaths associated with an increase in unemployment.\textsuperscript{40}

**Use of services**

According to a review, Cooper also reports an increase in mental health service use related to the economic crisis.\textsuperscript{22}

In Greece, despite their feeling it was necessary, there was a rise of 15% of people not going to the doctor and 14% in people not going to the dentist.\textsuperscript{1} Because general practitioner visits are free of charge and outpatient clinics of hospitals can be attended for €0–5, it seems these unmet medical needs mainly can be attributed to supply-side problems, such as 40% cuts in hospital budgets,\textsuperscript{54} understaffing, reported occasional shortages of medical supplies, and bribes given to medical staff to jump queues in overstretched hospitals,\textsuperscript{55} all indicating the powerful effect of austerity measures.

Still in Greece, there was a rise in admissions to public hospitals of 24% in 2010 compared with 2009,\textsuperscript{56} whereas a 25%–30% decline in admissions to private hospitals was reported.\textsuperscript{57} Street clinics run by nongovernmental organizations, until a few years ago, mainly catered to immigrants, but it is estimated that the proportion of Greeks seeking medical attention from their street clinics rose from 3%–4% before the crisis to about 30% afterward.\textsuperscript{58}

**Other effects of the economic crisis**

There also was a significant rise in the prevalence of people in Greece reporting that their health in general was “bad” or “very bad.”\textsuperscript{21}

In addition, HIV infections increased in Greece in late 2010, with half of the increases attributable to infections among intravenous drug users.\textsuperscript{59} This is also produced by scaled-back preventive programs, for example, needle exchange and early treatment services,\textsuperscript{21} and by an increase in the number of heroin users (by 20% in 2009)\textsuperscript{52} and an increase in prostitution.\textsuperscript{60} Violence, homicide, and theft rates nearly doubled between 2007 and 2009.\textsuperscript{61–63}

Abbott and Wallace\textsuperscript{44} also addressed the consequences on health of the economic crisis in post-Soviet Russia. They note that the economic transition from planned market economies was accompanied by economic crisis exemplified in declining gross domestic product, hyperinflation, and cuts in state welfare spending, resulting in several negative effects; including, among others, a lack of economic security and a decline in well-being.\textsuperscript{64} Abbott and Wallace also showed, using qualitative and quantitative data, that a majority of the population had a poor quality of life, with the one remaining source of security for many being the support they got from close family and friends.\textsuperscript{64}

In general, a decrease in traffic accidents is also observed.\textsuperscript{22} The decline in transport accident mortality also might be attributed to less economic activity.\textsuperscript{23}

The fall in traffic accidents is one of the reasons that all-cause mortality rates did not show an increase during the economic crisis.

Thomas et al found that some positive consequences of the economic crisis in Ireland could be more productivity and improved efficiency.\textsuperscript{65} However, they immediately put this into perspective: “Were the only message more productivity and improved efficiency – then a mild and brief austerity
programme might be the boot camp needed for a lagging health system. Nevertheless, the prolongation of austerity, coupled with other less appealing adjustment policies, has yielded increased rationing.

**Relationships among mental health and unemployment, debt, and poverty**

Because of the economic crisis, employment was threatened for a lot of people. Kentikelenis et al stated, about the Great Recession in Greece, that adult unemployment had risen from 6.6% in May 2008 to 16.6% in May 2011.1 Stuckler et al found that in 26 European countries, job loss increased to about 35% above the 2007 level after 2009 in both old and new European Union Member States.17

Uutela reported, based on a review, that in European Union countries, rising unemployment was associated with significant short-term increases in premature deaths from intentional violence, including suicides.66

The abovementioned observation that higher levels of job loss go together with a higher increase in suicides has led to some discussion. Fountoulakis et al were throwing doubt on Reeves’ suggestion90 that the suicide rate in the United States has increased since 2007 in direct correlation to the increase in unemployment caused by economic recession.67 Fountoulakis’ point is that in this case, the cause-and-effect interpretation remains problematic. However, Perlman and Bobak already brought forward the idea that the rapidity of the health consequences of financial crises can be explained by the adverse effects of anticipating job loss and job insecurity.68 Moreover, Reeves et al clearly stated that unemployment is only one of the factors that increase suicide in a recession, with others, such as the rise in personal debt and mortgage foreclosures (which occur before rises in unemployment), also affecting mental health.69

**Vulnerable groups**

In general, people facing financial difficulties are at greater risk for mental disorders. In Britain, people mired in debt have two to three times the frequency of depression or psychosis, double that of alcohol dependence, and four times that of drug dependence compared with the general population.70

It is obvious that this association is reinforced during times of economic hardship and that this subgroup in the population is hit harder by the economic crisis than others.

The national suicide helpline in Greece, for instance, reported that 25% of callers faced financial difficulties in 2010,31 and reports in the media indicate that the inability to repay high levels of personal debt might be a key factor in the increase in suicides.34

This seems to be a worldwide phenomenon. In developing countries, especially the “extreme poverty” class of those subsisting on US$1.25 daily or less, are badly hit by the economic crisis.72

Because financial difficulties are often linked to losing one’s job or being unemployed, it is clear that those who lose jobs are also vulnerable to the adverse effects of the economic crisis.60 Edwards found, more generally, in a longitudinal mortality study in the United States during the 1980s and the 1990s, that of those losing their jobs, the least well-educated workers are at greatest risk for ill health when jobs are lost during times of economic hardship.71

People with ill health also are at increased risk. A study in 27 European countries found that people with mental health problems not caused by the economic crisis are at greater risk of losing their job during economic crisis, especially men and individuals with lower levels of education.72 In Greece, those with mental illness and people attending drug rehabilitation programs were found to be particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of the economic crisis.73

In Spain, Robert et al reported an increase in poor mental health among immigrant workers who experienced deterioration in their employment conditions, probably influenced by the economic crisis.74

Lopez Bernal reported that men and those of working age may be at particular risk for suicide associated with the crisis in Spain.19

**Strategies to cope with the negative effects of recession**

**Health services**

Budget cuts will affect psychiatric services adversely just when economic stressors are raising the levels of need and demand in affected populations.22 Kentikelenis says greater attention to health and health care access is needed to ensure the Greek crisis does not undermine the ultimate source of the country’s wealth: its people.1 He also stresses this imbalance between reduced resources and increased demand: Spending on mental health decreased by 45%, despite much greater need resulting from the crisis.73 Cooper’s conclusion is in the same direction: Economic mental health care could best be achieved not by decimating services but by planning and deploying these services to meet the needs of defined area populations.22
This is still more the case for low-income and transitional societies, in which even small reductions in health service budgets may be very damaging. The example of Pakistan makes this clear, because it is hard to see how this country, with an average of one psychiatrist for every 640,000 people, could make efficiency savings in mental health.22

Jonas Gahr Store, Minister of Health and Care Services from Norway, warned about the potential adverse effects of austerity measures: “We must ensure that cost-cutting measures in the health sector do not increase social inequalities in health. Our ability to see and give priority to the weakest people in society must be our guiding principle in difficult economic times, as well as in good.”23

Gili et al argue in favor of expanding mental health services in primary care settings to at-risk groups, which may help cope with rising mental health disorders in areas affected by recession.27 A higher level of vigilance toward mental health problems is suggested by several researchers. Services should become particularly attentive to the mental health effects of the crisis and should emphasize early recognition of depression and suicidal thoughts, possibly with the aid of mental health telephone helplines, as well as on the prevention of depression.42 In particular, the general practitioner is allotted an important role in the continuous and reinforced assessment of suicidal risk in times of recession.28

Social protection policies

Different policy responses to economic crises can result in different health outcomes on a population level. A cited example is the contrast between Spain, where rising unemployment in the 1970s and 1980s was accompanied by a corresponding increase in suicide risk, and Sweden, whose own banking crisis in the 1990s likewise threw many people out of work, but where the suicide rate actually declined in that period. This marked difference has been ascribed to the protective effect of the Swedish welfare state.40 In addition, Finland has managed to mitigate increases in suicides after marked economic recessions.40

Austria, with a strong social safety net, had a slight decline in suicides despite an increase in unemployment of 0.6 percentage points between 2007 and 2009.37 Uutela, in a review, concludes that it seems that active labor market programs existing in some Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development countries can prevent some adverse health effects of economic downturns, that enough services for those in need should be provided, and that advocacy for societal support measures is of great importance.66

Thus, it seems that the effects on health of the financial crisis are largely dependent on the fiscal austerity policy and social protection measures in a country: Karanikolos mentions that the interaction of fiscal austerity with economic shocks and weak social protection is what ultimately seems to escalate health and social crises in Europe.6 Iceland rejected austerity through a popular vote, and the financial crisis seems to have had few or no discernible effects on health in that country.6

This means that policy measures intended to combat the economic crisis can result in severe adverse effects regarding the well-being of the population. As Kentikelenis writes: “If the policies adopted had actually improved the economy, then the consequences for health might be a price worth paying. However, the deep cuts have actually had negative economic effects, as acknowledged by the International Monetary Fund. Gross domestic product fell sharply and unemployment skyrocketed as a result of the economic austerity measures, which posed additional health risks to the population through deterioration of socioeconomic factors.”75

Interventions to combat economic exclusion and to promote social participation of individuals with mental health problems are even considered as more important during times of economic crisis.22 Bartoll et al agree with this statement: “Social protection policies need to be reinforced, especially among individuals from a disadvantaged socioeconomic position.”45 They observed that the relative index of inequality by social class increased for men (an increase in the prevalence of poor mental health) in Spain between 2006–2007 and 2011–2012.45

Which measures should not and should be taken, then, during economic crises? The WHO lists resources in five key areas of social policy considered to be important: active labor market programs, family support programs, regulation of alcohol prices and availability, community health care for high-risk groups, and debt relief programs.76

Thus, it seems that governments might be able to protect their populations specifically by budgeting for measures that keep people employed, helping those who lose their jobs cope with the negative effects of unemployment, and enabling unemployed people to regain work quickly.60 The effect of positive policy measures can even be calculated: Stuckler et al found that every US$10 per person increased investment in active labor market programs reduced the effect of unemployment on suicides by 0.038%.40 In addition, Baumbach et al found that the effect of unemployment on suicide is higher in countries with lower social spending,23 and Sir Michael Marmot
said countries that had the greatest social spending had the lowest mortality rates.77

Rise in unemployment did not increase suicide risk in areas where annual spending on welfare programs was above US$190 a head. Each additional US$100 per person spent annually on active labor market programs reduced the effect on suicide rate by 0.4 percentage points, whereas each US$100 per person spent on family support reduced the corresponding effect by 0.2 percentage points.40

Kontikelenis and Papanicolas give some concrete suggestions for policy measures to alleviate the adverse consequences of the recession in Greece; including, among others, a need to safeguard programs for vulnerable groups, such as those with mental illness and drug rehabilitation programs; increasing the number of general practitioners who work in rural areas; addressing the widespread out-of-pocket payments in primary care; and increasing generic prescribing to allow savings on drug expenditure to be reallocated to other important areas, such as recruitment of nursing staff.73

Moderating and mediating mechanisms

The negative effect of the economic crisis on mental health can sometimes be alleviated by the creativity and flexibility of people. Some mechanisms that can moderate the magnitude of the negative health consequences are, for instance, financial and psychological coping strategies and acculturation. Regarding financial coping, Dore et al give the example of low-income Russian families that adopt effective behavioral strategies to maintain dietary stability in times of economic crisis, such as purchasing less expensive foods or increasing the percentage of food that was home prepared.78 In addition, psychological coping strategies can be of importance. On the basis of panel data from Russia, Graham et al noted that happiness not only affects income but also health: people who were happier were in better health.79 In contrast, psychological factors may also mediate the increase in, for instance, all-cause or cause-specific mortality observed in association with economic crisis.80 Increased levels of stress or depression are found to be important indirect causes of the excess mortality observed during periods of economic crisis.81 Liem et al studied acculturation and emotion among Asian-Americans. It is clear that emotional life may undergo significant change during the acculturation process and that the ease of interpersonal interactions, for example, may be compromised when difficult-to-articulate, affect-mediated reactions to similar situations by cultural natives and newcomers lead to miscommunication or conflict.82 Culturally mediated emotional meanings associated with life encounters are not easily recognized or articulated and, hence, may be especially problematic sources of distress when they conflict in interpersonal contexts.82 An interactive acculturation model that incorporates the acculturation orientations adopted by immigrant groups in the host community, acculturation orientations adopted by the host community group toward specific groups of immigrants, and interpersonal and intergroup relational outcomes that are the product of combinations of immigrant and host community acculturation orientations83 could help in coping with acculturation problems and act as a moderating mechanism in times of economic recession.

Conclusion and future directions

Although all-cause mortality rates do not show an increase during economic crises, and traffic accident mortality even shows a decrease, solid evidence shows almost incontrovertibly the existence of a relationship between the recent economic crisis and a rise in mental health problems resulting in suicides.84 This in spite of the fact that some researchers say it is still too early to speak about such a relationship.

The main reactions of most policy makers to the economic crisis are (severe) austerity measures. These measures seem to have, however, a detrimental effect on the mental health of the population, which is often deteriorated because of job loss resulting from the economic crisis: Just when people have the highest need for mental help, cost-cutting measures in the health care sector lead to a (substantial) drop in the supply of services for prevention, early detection, and cure of mental health problems. Especially vulnerable groups, such as people facing financial difficulties and people with ill health, are at increased risk. Moreover, the possibilities for policy makers to support moderating mechanisms such as financial and psychological coping and acculturation are until thus far underexploited. In addition, the role of primary health care workers in screening people at risk for suicidal thoughts, suicide attempts, and suicides, especially during economic crises, is not fully made use of yet. Several examples show that the countries best off regarding the mental health of their populations during the economic crisis are those countries with the strongest social safety net. Therefore, instead of cutting back on health care and social welfare measures, policy makers should in the future invest even more in social protection measures during economic crises.
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